
16 MARCH 2014 TIME FOR A REC-FISHERIES MINISTER

Too big… too fast… toooo close! 
I saw him coming and wondered how soon it would be before he 
gave me a wide berth…but he didn’t. I saw the wake and had to 
move fast. Instinct told me that if I didn’t get the bow of my four-
metre tinnie towards the onrushing wake, I’d be in trouble.  

I hit the motor and thanked Neptune that it started immediately. By the time I had turned 
the bow to the wake, it hit me and I rocked as the big fella passed between me and the 
lighthouse. Maybe he hadn't seen me, but he sure heard me…hey! Arsehole! 

He turned and caught my two-fingered salute to a skipper of a big boat going too fast and 
too close to a small boat adrift flathead-fishing. Had I not seen him, his wake would have 
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hit me hard up the transom (for 
non-boaters that’s the arse-end) 
and I’m not sure whether my 
420 Savage Bay Cruiser would 
have managed the 1.5 metre 
wave that rolled silently across 

the bay. My instincts told me that I would have been in 
serious trouble.  

Anyway, a few days later a bit of bar-talk ensued at Spring 
Bay Hotel and Blue Waters. Maybe I was fishing in the 
sea-lane of this boat that plies the waters on multi-sorties 
daily to the mussel lines in Okehampton Bay.But there is 
consensus on two points. No sea lanes. I’m not the first to 
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have such a close-encounter of the worst kind. There’s also a reluctance to criticise 
industry in the region in the wake of the recent closure of the wood chip mill that was 
epicentral to Triabunna and in a lesser way, nearby Orford’s economy. Most definitely the 

arrogance of an industry that with 
government consent has 
disenfranchised small boaters from 
what they have assumed traditional 
flathead grounds. The requirement is 
now to get permission from the 
operators before entering their zones. 

Even drifting for flathead in the perhaps the best enclosed flathead waters in Tasmania, the 
Mercury Passage and Okehampton Bay is hazardous, with lines being snagged in once 
snag-free areas. It’s not good enough. It’s OK for big boats to go further afield to good 
grounds near and beyond Maria Island, but we little boat-owners won’t venture too far 
from protected areas, in case of a sudden change in wind conditions.And they’re changing 
without notice nowadays. The forecasters just can’t seem to get it right. And so the 
latecomers to this region, the mussel-farmers have simply moved in and set-up shop 
without any community consultation…a direct reflection of course on arrogant 
governments and local-government, who don’t give a damn for the fishers…and probably 
don’t even fish. Huge areas have been taken over in recent years by the mussel lines in 
Okehampton Bay and across the Mercury Passage to the Western seaboard of Maria 
Island…and the boats that service these regions make never-ending dawn-to-dusk runs 
between the processing factory at Spring Bay…dare I say it, but based on my experience 
and anecdotes from others, without common courtesy to other users. Two other regular 
tourism-based craft also make daily runs. On every occasion they play by the rules…and 
give small boats a wide-berth. Perhaps its a job for Tasmania’s foremost authority on sea 
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etiquette and safety MAST (Marine and safety Tasmania) to have a word to the muscle-
flexing mussel-tenders. 

Sharing the sea with fellow-boaters is part of seafaring tradition. Out of Spring 
Bay runs two craft, the Maria Island Ferry and a venture operator, The Spirit 

of Maria. Both big boats, both fast…but both courteous in keeping their 
distance from little fellas like me. If they can, the mussel-man can. 

Let’s get real about fishing in Tasmania. 
A cursory look at the 2014 fishing regulations most certainly begs the question. Have the 
people who put this together ever caught a flathead? Has the Minister for Sea Fisheries 
ever been fishing? Do any of our 
politicians fish? Has the State-run fisheries 
agency become so immersed in modern PR 
that it has lost touch with the practicalities 
and realities of the fisher? Will 
forthcoming changes to the regulations, 
such as fish sizes, actually endanger small 
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boaters? Will we have to go further out to sea, just to bring home a feed? Throwing back 
an undersized flathead is part and parcel of fishing and preserving fish for the future…but 
let’s get real. Tell that to the many birds that pounce on these little tackers as soon as they 
are thrown back! And to suggest that a line caught down in the gullet of a small flathead 

should be cut and the fish freed, is the first major sign 
that the advisors to the minister are coming in hard from 
iCloud nine. Let’s get some perspective. Commercial 
fishers target king or tiger flathead. The sandy gets 
caught, gets dumped after the sorting and are returned to 
the seas with a spike between its eyes…mortally 
wounded or dead…by the tonne. This has been part of the 
tradition of fishing in Tasmania. Having advised 
ministers on these matters both in Tasmania and in the 
Northern Territory, I know how it works. But in 
Tasmania, who in the hell is giving the advice? To have a 
minister, as in the 2014 magazine de-hooking a dried-out, 
gutted  flathead, says it all. The man only understand 
photo opportunity…and should be sacked with his 
advisors. Tasmanian amateur fishers seem to have lost 
their voice. Don Paton, the State president of the 
RECFISHTAS, told me this week that the traditional 
State government support in the form of a levy for 
administration expenses for this body, no longer exists. 
Many years ago I suggested to Don that we fishers draw 
up our own policy, rules and regulations…and even form 
our own political party. After all there are more 

recreational fishermen sharing a common interest in 
Tasmania than any single group in the State. My view is that if recreational fishers formed 
their own political party, we’d win seats in every electorate…it’s the only way we’ll ever 
get a fair go out on the water.More to come on this, now that voters shunned Labor-Green 
alliance and installed an unencumbered Liberal administration. Hopefully Will Hodgman 
will put amateur fishing into political perspective and maybe even consider a Cabinet 
portfolio for the recreational fishery, as distinct from commercial fishing. My sources are 
suggesting that new size regulations are being put into place. The new Government should 
immediately intercept this move and undertake a full review…with full public 
consultation.
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